
20151114 – TSC AOB for AGM 2016

Proposal to mandate that all Helms of TSC powered watercraft be
qualified to RYA Powerboat Level 2 by AGM 2021

Phil Bryant's proposal for AOB to be discussed at the Jan 2016 TSC AGM (Sun 10/01/16)

During the 2015 Cruiser Recovery an incident occurred that highlighted a need to upskill the 
helms of all TSC's power driven water craft. My proposal is that by the AGM 2021 (a five year 
period) all helms of the current TSC power driven water craft (and subsequent purchases of 
similar vessels) be qualified to RYA Powerboat Level 2 before being allowed to operate said 
vessels on behalf of TSC.

This a nationally recognised qualification that will support the club in all its on water endeavours 
across the spectrum of Cruiser, Dinghy, Kayak and Fishing membership.

http://www.rya.org.uk/SiteCollectionDocuments/training/Pathway%20leaflets/Powerboat.pdf

The act of mandating this qualification will ensure that all helms are of a sufficient ability to carry 
out a safe and professional duty requirement when entrusted with many thousands of pounds 
worth of club equipment and often operating in close proximity with persons in the water.

Phil Bryant
Membership Number 1500
Nominations meeting Nov 2015

Supporting Information:

TSC has the following vessels used in support of the “On Water” programme. All helms and crew would 
have to be RYA Powerboat Level 2 qualified to drive vessels 1 to 6 listed below. It would fall to the 
Sailing Committee to define any additional vessels as requiring qualification. Note vessel 7 the BOSUN’S
TENDER does not operate with a club engine. If users borrow it they supply their own engine or row 
accordingly. Currently this would negate the requirement for certification. However that can be changed 
at Sailing Committee discretion.

1. NEMO: 5m RIB/60hp O/B purchased new in 2014 for £17.5K. Key role to provide support and 
safety for all Dinghy events, adult and cadet. Also used as a “water taxi” for the cruiser lift in and 
out. It has the ability to tow any of the club yachts to the maximum size permitted on the clubs 
moorings.

2. MARLIN: 5m RIB/60hp O/B purchased second hand in 2015 for £6K. Key role as above. With 
the strengthened Sampson post aft of the crew seats this vessel is ideally suited as the “tug” for 
the cruiser lift in and out. It fulfilled that role admirably in October 2015 and has proved to be 
exceptional all round usage vessel.

3. CORAL: 4.9m RIB/50hp O/B purchase date and price unknown. This vessel has been effectively
depreciated to no value over the ownership period. It has now reached the stage where it should 
be disposed of. The engine reliability is questionable and the tubes and hull integrity are reaching
end of life. The vessels role is as the two RIBs above and fulfilled that role admirably in its time. It
is now showing its age...

4. DORY: What else but a 13’ Dell Quay Dory 25 hp O/B purchase date and price unknown. 
Ubiquitous some 30 years ago and fulfils a backup role to the RIBs. Whilst not ideal for close 
quarter rescue due to its fibreglass hull it nevertheless acts as an excellent tug during Cadets 
evenings. It has poor sea keeping qualities but in harbour it is mainly used as a Committee Boat 
for “down harbour starts”. It should be noted that the club has purchased another vessel to 
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eventually take on the role of committee boat and then decisions need to be made on the future 
of DORY.

5. SQUIRT: 10’ JAFFA/10hp O/B tiller steered purchase date approximately three years ago and 
price unknown. This vessel provides support during Cadet events and is not used on the main 
dinghy racing and cruising calendar.

6. BRUCE: 26’ Tug/80hp inboard shaft driven diesel, purchased this year for £1500. Requiring 
minor refit work whereupon it will be used as a committee boat for the racing programme. With 
an additional function for Bosun’s work such as mooring/heavy duty stern towing should it be 
required

7. BOSUN’S TENDER: 10’ open dinghy with not allocated engine. The vessel is either rowed or 
operated with a small outboard supplied by the user. For the purposes of “certification” this 
vessel is considered outside of the boundaries requiring qualified helms.

1. Introduction: 

TSC has a varied and flourishing on water programme that covers ages from 8 to 80 (younger 
and older ages are available but don’t flow quite so neatly) and a range of dinghies, cruisers, 
motorboats and kayaks that take to the water. 

2. Current State: 

a. Over the years the club has purchased powered vessels (detailed above) in support of all 
these classes. The powered vessels are operated by a range of volunteers who will have 
been through a period of training administered by the club’s Training Officer Mark Webb. 
Some will have been on the Dutyman list for such a period that they will pre-date Mark’s 
training package. It’s been an assumption that time on the water is a good indicator of skill 
and that the operation of these vessels needs just “common sense” and “practical skill”.

b. However time moves on and the litigious world we live in takes a less tolerant view of users 
of complex machinery without certified training and qualifications. So whilst our current policy
has proved adequate recent on water occurrences have pointed the way for an increase in 
the level of qualification needed. Hence this proposal.

c. An RYA Powerboat Level 2 qualification would not remove the need for a club assessment of
an individual’s boat handling skills. However it would give a sharpness and currency to those 
skills of close quarter manoeuvring and general slower speed boat handling in proximity of 
persons in water and other boats and hazards (scrubbing posts comes to mind...).

d. Professional qualifications may have a bearing on how the club is viewed from both internal 
and external viewpoints. The desire for professional qualifications may also impact on 
member retention or those considering joining. Also it may reduce our insurance costs and it 
will without doubt ensure that those persons volunteering on our committees will have that 
surety of support should an accident occur whilst operating one or more of our vessels.

e. Finally there is a slow but positive groundswell towards members seeking these 
qualifications. To that end TSC has had two members take up the option to get RYA L2 
training in winter 2015 at their own expense. Neither of whom is on the current Duty Man 
wetside list, but both will be seeking to use their skills in support of TSC events in 2016.

3. Proposal:

a. That all users of the powered vessels detailed above have an RYA Powerboat Level 2 
qualification before they can operate in ANY TSC requirement. That is to include, but not 
limited to, dinghy racing and cruising support, cadet evenings and regattas, RIB support to 
other club events in harbour, Cruiser lift in and out both as tug and taxi and finally any cruiser
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emergency recovery such as towing from aground or beached. If you don’t have a certificate 
– you can’t drive in support of TSC post AGM 2021.

i. For those members that believe that their experience is sufficient then there is an option 
referred to in the RYA Powerboat Scheme Syllabus and Logbook (RYA publication G20). 
Page 17 allows for a “Direct Assessment for experienced powerboat drivers” the 
candidate would then undertake a practical exercise (detailed in the handbook) and 
would have to be able to demonstrate a satisfactory level of knowledge in the shore 
based subjects. It is a straight pass/fail assessment and as such it is invariably cheaper 
and shorter in duration that the PB L2 course as it involves no training.

4. Funding Options:

a. Appendix 6.a. details our 2015 usage taken straight from Dutyman, figures that are available 
to all TSC members. It’s a rather simplistic correlation at present but merely serves to 
support a yes decision for the proposal. The finer details would be taken on board by the 
Sailing Committee and Exec who may choose to allocate a handful of members to draw up 
an implementation programme. Funding possibilities are listed below. The final programme 
may be an amalgamation or just one of these:

i. New members would be expected to still pay £150 joining fee but this would be split with
£100 ploughed back towards that member’s L2 training. With the additional £50 going 
into a club training fund.

ii. With new members seeing that the joining fee is put towards a positive use then it may 
improve our membership retention figures. There may also be an option to reduce a 
maintenance requirement in the first year to those joining the training programme. 
Several of our newer members have done more maintenance than sailing in 2015.

iii. Current members would be expected to plan and fund their own training but with a £50 
(25%) support from the club.

iv. The club would sensibly enter into an agreement with a local training provider to seek a 
best bulk price for members’ training.

v. The club accepts that there will be instances of new members taking the training funding
support and departing the club in the short term. This is to be expected and mitigation is 
to keep on working at making the club a family friendly, welcoming and positive 
environment that it already is.

vi. There is also an expectation that some members will say that the training is not for them,
for one reason or another, and they may choose to withdraw from on water activities. 
Again this change is to be expected and managed accordingly. 

5. Further action required:

a. The five year period was deliberately a long lead time given TSC’s natural reticence to 
change. It is a club with a strong history and believes wholeheartedly in the self help ethos 
that has driven the club for 66 years. With support this time may be able to be reduced. The 
end requirement is a safer more professional club which will positively enhance all aspects of
membership.

6. Appendices:

a. Table of 2015 Duty Usage for “Wetside Helm & Crew Roles”:

b. Suppliers of RYA Powerboat Level 2 training in Hampshire.
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Appendix 6. a.

Table of 2015 Duty Usage for “Wetside Helm & Crew Roles”.

Note this first spreadsheet excludes the Cadet Wednesday Eves as they are considered voluntary as per
the Cruiser Recovery and Launch weekends. Again considered a voluntary commitment.

Number of members
shown on Dutyman
as Helm/Crew for

2015 On Water
Events:

TSC Dinghy Racing
All Harbour Regattas

Dinghy Cruising
Cadet Regatta

RYA PTBO
Family Fun Day

Number of
total duties
(at 3 hours
per time)

Value of
Duty to TSC
(per 3 hour

period)

£375/15 =
£25

Total
Duty
value

expended
2015
(£)

Cost to put all those on
Dutyman who do not have

a L2 qualification through a
Commercial Course

It is believed that 12 have
L2 therefore 32 to train at

£195 PP
(mean figure of costings

below)

44 persons 161
On water

duties

£75
per duty

£12,075
Annual

£6,240
Over a five year period

£1,248
Per Annum

If you divide the above figure by 204
memberships (this figure excludes

life/honorary memberships) you get a cost
of just over £6 per membership per year to

ensure a professional level of safety...

Appendix 6. b.

Suppliers of RYA Powerboat Level 2 in Hampshire (not an all encompassing list)

Current Suppliers of RYA L2 locally Course
Fee per
person

(£)

Discount possibilities

Portsmouth Watersports Centre (Langstone) £260.00 TBA
Releasing Potential (Northney) £150.00 On the basis of 3 persons on

the course
Portsmouth Maritime Training (Southsea Marina) £199.00 TBA

Duck 2 Water (Ocean Quay Southampton) £275.00 TBA
Stormforce Coaching (Shamrock Quay Southampton) £290.00 TBA

Phil Bryant
November 2015
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